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What are we talking about?

Copyright

Digital Revolution

High Definition Television

Digital Rights Management

The Future



  

Who am I?

A cautious Technocrat

Graduate Student in EPP and COS

Focus on technology policy issues

Inability to play DVDs got me into this field

Work with and evangelize the MythTV Project

Know that technologists must do better



  

Copyright



  



  



  

Article I, Section 8, Clause 8

To promote  the progress  of science and 
useful arts, by securing for limited times to 
authors and inventors the exclusive  right 
to their respective writings and 
discoveries;



  

Copyright Controversy



  

Copyright originally lasts 14 years

14 year renewal possible if author was still 
alive

Copyright act of 1790



  

[F]or the life of me I am puzzled to know why the 
powerful corporations  controlling these 
playing and talking machines are so totally blind 
to the moral and ethical questions  involved.  
Could anything be more blamable, as a matter of 
principle, than to take an artist's composition, 
reproduce  it a thousandfold on their machines, 
and deny him all participation in the large 
financial returns, by hiding back of the 
diaphanous pretense that in the guise of a disk or 
roll, his composition is not his property?



  by John Philip Sousa in 1906
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Sousa's Solution:

Give copyright holders a monopoly over 
machines capable of reproducing sound



  

Congress' Solution:

Compulsory licensing for music



  

Copyright act of 1976

Term is life of author plus 50 years

Provides five exclusive rights
reproduction

creation of derivative works

sell, lease, or rent copies of the work to the public

public performance

public display



  

Betamax



  



  

Universal City Studios 
vs 
Sony Corporation of America



  

“Now, these machines are advertised for one 
purpose in life. Their only single mission, their 
primary mission is to copy copyrighted 
material that belongs to other people.”

MPAA Chief Jack Valenti
1982 Federal Hearings on “Home 
Recording of Copyrighted Work



  

Substantial non-infringing uses



  

In 2004 sales and rentals of DVD and VHS 
reached 24 billion dollars, more than double the 
total revenue of all the films released.

2005 VSDA Annual Report



  

Digital Revolution



  



  



  

crystal clear and distortion free

each disc is an exact copy of the original

zero degradation



  

and originally they were uncopyable



  

Nothing good lasts forever

as long as computers can read something, it's 
copyable

before CDR drives were common, tracks were 
still ripped and traded



  

In the 1990s the movie industry followed 
the digital path of music industry

DVD standard for movies and computers
finalized in December 1995

Originally met with some resistance because 
of lack of recording feature

Business practice changes shifted the market



  DVD showed video was the real cash crop



  

While audio had progressed in the last 50 years

Video and television were still the same 
standard adopted in March of 1953



  

High Definition Television



  

NTSC 640x480@30fps
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Other Benefits of HDTV

Better use of spectrum

Increased fidelity audio

Multiple streams for single channel



  



  

One of these was illegal



  One of these was illegal



  

Another may be illegal in the 
future



  

Digital Rights Management



  

DVD Content Scrambling System



  

DeCSS in one slide

#define m(i)(x[i]^s[i+84])<<
unsigned char x[5],y,s[1024];main(n){for(read(0,x
,
5);read(0,s,n=1024);write(1,s,n))if(s[y=s[13]%8+2
0]/16%4==1){int i=m(1)17^256+m(0)8,k=m(2)0,j=
m(4)17^m(3)9^k*2-k%8^8,a=0,c=26;for(s[y]-=16;--
c;j*=2)a=a*2^i&1,i=i/2^j&1<<24;for(j=127;++j<n
;c=c>y)c
+=y=i^i/8^i>>4^i>>12,i=i>>8^y<<17,a^=a>>14,y=a^a*
8^a<<6,a=a>>8^y<<9,k=s[j],k="7Wo~'G_\216"[k&7]+2^
"cr3sfw6v;*k
+>/n."[k>>4]*2^k*257/8,s[j]=k^(k&k*2&34)*6^c
+~y;}}

Code from Charles Hannum <root@ihack.net>



  

Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA)

Brought US copyright up to WIPO recommendation

Required macrovision in all VCRs and DVD players

Creates a safe harbor for ISPs

Protects the design of boat hulls



  

Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA)

Brought US copyright up to WIPO recommendation

Required macrovision in all VCRs and DVD players

Creates a safe harbor for ISPs

Protects the design of boat hulls

Make circumvention of control mechanisms illegal



  



  

Originally introduced without DRM

DRM added later with iTunes Music Store

Rights related to purchased songs have changed



  

Songs are not compatible with competing systems

None of these systems are open

Creates defacto vendor lock-in

Many CDs automatically install DRM on your 
computer



  

From zunerama.com



  



  

Old Dogs, New Tricks

Most labels have abandoned DRM

Differential pricing for non-DRM is gone

Unprotected MP3s play on everything

Was this only to strike against iTunes?



  

The Other AA



  

The Problem

HDTV is already digital

Data stream is MPEG-2 TS, easily readable by 
computers

Broadcast prohibits mechanisms to individually 
tag streams as with DRM

Any device that can tune to radio frequency can 
easily download and save the stream

Broadband speeds getting to the point where 
sharing is practical



  

Content providers claim they need incentive to 
provide their content over HDTV

Seek to prevent unauthorized distribution of 
content over the internet



  

Broadcast flag restricts usage of material

Forced downgrade of material

Prevent copying to secondary media

Limit storage time and ability to watch again

Originally mandated by the FCC



  

From pvrblog.com



  



  

Broadcast flag was struck down in May 2005

Only congress has authority to implement

FCC does not have jurisdiction once signals 
arrive at home

Victory for the American Library Association, 
Public Knowledge, the Electronic Frontier 

Foundation, and more



  

The New Problem

Economic arguments were based on needing to 
protect content at equal levels across all 
mediums

HDTV was the only way to get High Definition 
content



  

BluRay and HD-DVD made their premiere in 
2006

Both provide for 1080p playback

Utilize a new protection scheme called 
Advanced Access Content System

Multilevel encryption scheme with multiple 
keys

Content is protected with a single title key



  

Elements of Broadcast Flag have 
become defacto standards

Downgrade non-HDCP links

Prevent transfer to 
secondary media



  



  

Two weeks after the ability to retrieve title 
keys was discovered, a processing key was 
extracted from a software player

A week later, a device key for the same player 
was found

The AACS system is now broken



  

Or is it?

AACS has ability to track down rogue keys

Future titles can be encoded to be unplayable
with compromised keys

Possibility of a system-wide key change every 
18 months



  



  

A New Solution

Update the encryption system: Profile 1.0 -> 1.1

Introduce BD+ virtual machine

Possibly cracked in November

Fox insists it is secure

Broke most original players



  

Last week the format war ended

Toshiba announced it was ceasing 
HD-DVD work

Did the increased security of BluRay  play a 
role?

No
Defection of Warner to BluRay was HUGE

Yesterday Sony sold its Cell Processor 
plant to Toshiba for a steal



  

Conclusions and Questions



  

How does this affect the arguments for the 
broadcast flag?

Not only is there another source of HD content, 
but it's arguably easier to acquire

Higher quality (720p/1080i vs 1080p)

Less lead time from theatrical release



  

To date, the MPAA has not been pursuing 
lawsuits in the same way

RIAA continues to file numerous lawsuits 
against individuals

Only one has gone to trial

Rely on the strength of encryption 
instead



  

Some BluRay come with 
transferrable portable copies too

Are the copies good enough?

Will we see a change as 
happened with Music?

When?



  

8 years from creation of CD to Home CD Recorders
15 years until affordable

3 Years from DVD to cracked DeCSS
5 years until affordable

6 months from BluRay/HD-DVD to cracked AACS
Affordable at launch

3 months from BD+ to crack

Notice a trend here?


